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Abstract— Increasingly developed world internet and social 
multimedia services allow users to view, tag, and comments also 
upload large amount of data to search the content among this 
metadata through text based searching is widely preferred by 
users. To increase the search efficiency of the searchers we 
enhanced the model of ternary relationship among users, images 
and tags; to jointly model of tensor factorization, to perform the 
low-rank approximation. 
 
In this paper, we propose a model to considering the user 
interest, user specified query in user specified topic space and 
rank the result list the effect of effective personalize tag-based 
search. This model is tested for complex multiple word based 
query and it’s showing suitable results. 
 
Keywords— Non Personalized and Personalized search; Tensor, 
Tensor Factorization; Social Multimedia; User-preferences; 
Ternary Relationship;  

I.  INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1) 
With the text based searching in web search engines have 

played the main role in accessing the content available on 
web. Now today’s most search engine is not able to provide 
efficient quality search outcomes. Approximately 45-55% of 
the web search engines fails to search any significant results 
for searcher[2]. This situation may occurs due to small and 
unclear user queries. For example- “PC” can be a Personal 
Computer or Program counter. Another reason may be that 
user may have special sense for the same word. For example 
query for word-“Apple” can be a fruit or it can be a 
manufacturing company. In that case to resolve this situation 
the solution is effective Personalize search. In Personalize 
search the information of query is related to user is assumed 
and predict actual intention of the user and then the result is 
ranked accordingly. Whereas complex and meaningful words 
are also not shown exact result as per user intention in non-
personalized search. 

Existing image retrieval and ranking is based on features 
which are contained in images, such as color, texture and 
shape. The edges & histogram is an index mechanism which 
allows us to describe a content of images. In our system we 
use tags in metadata for image retrieval. The indexing 
mechanism enables users to recover the images associated 
with a query which formulated with their concept.  

 
Fig.1 Expected System Output 

User refers text to retrieve an image not content of image. 
User will get more accuracy and speed is high with help of 
Tag-Based Image Search Technique. Because the user assign 
and retrieving the image based on tags, comment, annotation 
of the image, this information related to visual similarity of the 
images.  
 
We really consider that the combination of user information 
adds to a better understanding and explanation of the tagging 
data. Let us consider the following examples to understand 
this observation. In Fig.2 User A has tagged the image of 
Jaguar car as jaguar and another User B has tagged Jaguar 
animal as jaguar. Second picture in the same image shows a 
metro, in which the tagging done by an engineer and other 
persona tags as train. Our main goal is to recover the original 
relations between the images and tags which are supported 
with unprocessed tagging data on the Internet. 

 
Fig.2. General tagging by users 



In proposed model we improve the tensor factorization this 
mode developed to predict annotation is consider predict 
potential annotation for images, and also improve user-
specific modeling which is map query content relevance and 
user interest into same user specific topic space. The user 
creates the tagging activity and this user interaction with 
tagging gives remarkable results.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.3. Tagging Structure on social Media 
 
In this paper we introduce the user factor into social image 
annotation analysis, and improve the relations between the 
images and annotations from the observed tagging data. Our 
aim is to obtain user-aware images from complex word based 
tags, the tags, comment and annotation provide by users to the 
images in form of simple- single or complex multiple word 
based tags. 
 
We apply a method Tensor Factorization Parallel Modeling 
(TFPM) to predict tag and annotation similar to RMTF. It 
contains three components data collection, TFPM, and ranking 
module. In data collection, three types information is available 
such as users, images, and tags as well as their ternary 
interrelations and intra-relations are collected. In TFPM 
module, we utilize tensor factorization and enhance it and 
ternary relations as the collection of components. The issue is 
that some contents and words are use between the annotations 
by the user they decrease the efficiency of tensor factorization 
the words like “is”, “that”, “which”, “are”, “some”, etc. we 
avoid this problem using stop words modeling from user 
search query. These words may consider noisy tags using 
filtering strategy by exploiting the tag correlation on context 
and semantics. 

II. LITURATURE REVIEW 
In few years most of the work has been done on improving the 
web search. In that initially described the review of some 
foregoing efforts on Personalize Search, and find out the 
limitations of these works in terms of the user profiling and 
user interest that is significance measurement and improving 
results. 

A. Non-Personalization and personalized Search 
The non-personalized tab-based search is produces the results 
based on the only user query relevance and display the 
contents as well as query semantic contents. In fig.4 (a) Shows 
the non-personalization search query outcomes it displays 

puma company brand names or brand logo images and wild 
cat animal images also on the top. In personalized search 
consider user query relevance and user interest or user 
preferences, therefore the personalized search result shown in 
fig. 4(b) in that user preferred the wild cat animal in query 
“puma” therefore the wild cat animal shows on the top. 
 

 
Fig.4(a) Non-personalized search result for query “puma”. 

 

 
Fig. 4(b) Personalized search result for query “puma”. 

 
Most essential resource of metadata is tags and annotations; 
user can easily recognize the data with the help of these tags 
and annotation as they are user defined keywords. Many 
challenges got arise in these tagging systems when user tries 
to fix semantics to things though text-based [7] [8]. These 
challenges can be elaborated as a single tag has multiple 
associated meanings, multiple tags have same meaning and the 
same tag may have different meaning. There are many 
techniques used in several social websites some of them 
display images in the result based on their interest having the 
most interesting images on the top [11]. The information 
contained in user-generated metadata, especially the tags are 
completely utilized by machine learning-based method, which 
in turn shows the outcome for personalize search for given 
user. But this process also fails if user has not shown any 
interest in that domain in history [9]. Personalize text-based 
search is divided into two steps as almost all the existing work 
uses this scheme the non-personalize relevance score is 
computed among the document and the query and 
personalized outcomes is calculated by estimating the user’s 
preference over the document. Then merging these two scores 
a final ranked list of images is produced [8] [10]. Using this 
two- step scheme some problems are arises. 
 
First is the explaining way is not practical and direct. The 
main purpose of personalize search is by calculating the users 
intent in the documents, rank the returned documents for 
certain queries. Individually by computing a user-document 
relevance score and query-document relevance score all 
present schemes estimates user-query-document correlation; 
however it could be done at once by judgment user-query-
document correlation.  
 
Second one is how merging technique is to be done [13]. 
Typically a weighting parameter will be optimized to balance 
the two scores [14], or the learnt user preference is used to re-
rank the query significance based original list [15]. To 
overcome this problem social media plays an important role, 
here user uploads a picture, post some object as favorite and 



write blogs. From this we get the required user generated data 
without intrusive the users privacy [12]. 
 
Dongyuan Lu, Qiudan Li stated that Personalized Search on 
Searchers Preference Prediction [15], this personalized search 
model assists users in obtaining interested photos on Flickr, by 
exploiting the favorite marks of the searchers friends to predict 
the searchers preference on the returned photos. This model 
utilizes a co-clustering method to extract latent interest scope 
from users implicit interests, and employs a discriminative 
learning method to predict searchers preference on the 
returned photos.  
Drawback: Typically, users are interested in more than one 
field, and the searcher may share different interests with 
dissimilar friends. The variety of users contained interests can 
be mined and encoded into the latent interest scope. Friends 
may contribute another way to searchers preference prediction 
according to the submitted query and the interest distribution.  
 
P. Symeonidis, A. Nanopoulos, and Y. Manolopoulos  stated 
that Personalized Search Based on Social  Annotations[16], 
This system explores the use of social annotations to improve 
web search.The web search optimized by using social 
annotations from the following two aspects: 1) Similarity 
ranking: The similarity between a query and a web page. For 
example, the top 5 annotations of Amazons homepage in 
Delicious are shopping, books, amazon, music and store, 
which show the page or even the whole website exactly. These 
annotations provide a new metadata for the similarity 
estimation between a query and a web page. 2) Static ranking: 
The amount of annotations assigned to a page indicates the 
popularity of web pages using social annotations.  
Drawback: First, the user submitted queries may not match 
any social annotation. Second, many web pages may have no 
annotations. Annotation ambiguity is another problem 
concerned with Similarity Ranking, i.e., the similar terms to 
the query terms while fail to disambiguate terms that have 
more than one meanings. For example, ticket may refer to 
either airplane ticket or concert ticket, and terms with these 
two different meanings will be mixed up. 
 
P. Symeonidis, A. Nanopoulos, Y. Manolopoulos stated that 
Recommendations Based on Ternary Semantic Analysis [17] 
Social tagging systems (STSs) can provide three different 
types of recommendations: They can suggest 1) tags to users, 
base on what tags other users have used for the same items, 2) 
items to users, based on tags they have in familiar with other 
similar users, and 3) users with common social interest, based 
on familiar tags on similar items. However, users may have 
dissimilar interests for an item, and items may have multiple 
facets. In this system data are modeled by a 3-order tensor, on 
which multiway latent semantic analysis and dimensionality 
decrease is performed using both the Higher Order Singular 
Value Decomposition (HOSVD) method and the Kernel SVD 
smoothing technique. 

Drawback: Need to apply different weighting methods for the 
initial construction of a tensor to improve the overall 
performance of web search. 

B. Problem Identification 
World Wide Web contains a huge number of photo or image 
sharing websites having large data collections are available on 
Zooomr, Picasa, and Flickr. To form a communication channel 
on social media these websites allocate their users as the 
owner, tagger, and commenter for their each contributed 
document which in turn work together and they are able to 
relate with each other[7][12]. Since this web contain a huge 
amount of dataset, missing of tags and noisy tags are 
unavoidable, due to the performance of social tag-based 
retrieval system is restricted[10][18]. 
To solve this problem improvement of tags noise removal 
from tags and enriching them for images is necessary. The 
more efforts are being done on tag refinement to attempt with 
missing and noisy tags issues, while the most important source 
of user study that is the data of user’s statements in social 
tagging is neglected [7]. In this paper the solution is provided 
by doing personalize complex multiple word based search by 
considering the user’s query and analyzing the user’s 
information. User annotation to the image is predicted by 
using enhanced ranking based tensor factorization model 
system. 

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 
In this proposed system we design a framework for efficient 
personalized image search process using complex multiple 
word-based query and generate satisfactory result. In Fig.5 the 
basic idea is to build the user preference and query-related 
search objective is to user specific topic spaces. 
 

 
 

Fig.5. Proposed Framework. 
 

In this paper we design new approach to predicting user’s 
interest related with the query, considering it as the main tags 
for the images, a tensor factorization parallel model is 
proposed similar to RMTF. According to the calculated user’s 
choices, considering the query and user information at the 



same time, the images are ranked finally. As shown in fig.5 
data is collected as user, image, tag it is also called as ternary 
relationship. This data is provided to tensor factorization based 
parallel model which will remove noise and provide 
annotation guess or predication to image, it also reconstruct 
user(u), image(i) , tag(t) relation topics and user preferences. 
Our main work is when user put complex word query for 
searching; we will refine the complex word query using query 
refinement process as shown in Figure 6.  

A. Tensor Factorizaztion Parallel Model 
We represent the technique for annotation prediction. There 
are three types of entities U, I, T. Let U, I, T. denote sets of 
users, images, tags and set of observed tagging data is denoted 
by O  U × I × T and the scalar notation of each triplet that is 
each triplet (u, i, t)  O. The ternary interrelations can be 
viewed as a three dimensions, where the dimensions are the 
user, image and tag. Therefore, we can induce a three 
dimensional tensor Y  R |U| ×|I| × |T|. 
 

 

 
The tagged information can be viewed as a set of triplets. 
Predicting the user’s annotation to the images is related to 
reconstructing the user-tag-image in ternary interrelations. The 
rank approximation and similarity percentage is performing in 
a general tensor factorization model.  
 

 
 

 
 
Each user image combination is defined as post, on each of 
this post ranking method is performed and a positive tag and 
negative tag is constructed in post (u, i). These tag groups 
form we have considered that all positive tag gives better 
description of images than negative tag. There is a possibility 
that user generated tags and annotations may have some 
concept missing. All context relevant tags (tags that occur 
frequently) are probable to arise in the same image but user 
will not worry for all the significant tags to define the image. 
The good explanation for image is possible by the tags which 
are relevant with observed tags. 

B. Annotation Prediction Modeling 
In that we consider user specific-topic and user preferences 
with the reconstructing user-tag-image ternary interrelations, 
we can directly perform the personalized complex multiple 
word image search process when user submits a query; the 
rank of image is inversely proportional to the probability of 
annotating with tag. 

 

The queries and tags do not follow one-to-one relationship - 
one query generally concern to multiple related tags in the tag 

dictionary. As well the query-tag association differs from user 
to user. So, we construct topic spaces for each user to develop 
this user specific one-to-many relationship. Each topic is 
characterized by some probable tags. The rank of the user 
specific topics is decided by the possibility of user is 
interested in topic. This can be estimated by summarize user’s 
preference over all the images. 

 
In the user-specific topics, we can understand the same tag 
may have different topic subsequent distributions for different 
users, e.g., for user, palmtop occurs frequently in a military-
related topic, while for user, palmtop returns to its literal sense 
of electronic gadgets. 

TABLE II 

EXAMPLE OF USER-SPECIFIC TOPICS 

User 
A 

Topic  1 military, aircraft, navy, religion , palmtop 
Topic  2 apple, computer, art, palmtop, cellphone 
Topic  3 Athelete, baseball, acto, sports, film 

. . . . . . 

User 
B 

Topic  1 palmtop, i-pad, temple, religion, asia 
Topic  2 computer, blooms, nature, macro, flower 
Topic  3 Airplane, boeing, aircraft, airport, jet 

. . . . . . 
  

C. Query Refinemt Process 

 
 

Fig.6. Query Refinement process 
 
To search for complex multiple word is a difficult task 
because the word in language may have number of 
synonymous as per top search engine report(e.g google, 
yahoo) most of searchers don’t use precise word for their 
search they use synonyms and relative word for that, it 
becomes too complex to get user predictable results. On the 
processing of complex multiple words, we use wordnet 
dictionary (lexical databases). We know the wordnet 
dictionary which is widely used by researchers. Firstly in 
complex multiple words based query processing we remove 
stop words that are unnecessary words which will need extra 
insignificant processing. The abbreviation in general language 
words such as abt about, whr where etc. will be replaced with 
their related words. Then using synset (synonym set) match 
synonyms in query and replace them with core system forms.  



IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
In that sets of records stored in database, one set contains 
records of image and tags associated with the images using 
image name given by the users and other set contains the 
description or value of images. 
 

1. Initially three dimensional tensor matrixes are created   
containing user, image and tag.  

 

 
2. The rank approximation and similarity percentage is 

performing in a general tensor factorization model.  
           Per    = [ ] [ ] 
           Rank = [ ] [ ] consider tag-size and tag-name 
           w = relatedness ( ) 
 

3. Then each record from the database is fetch and 
query is matched with every record to find the 
relevance between them. All the tags and annotation 
are present in dataset are compared with query word 
one by one. We have set threshold value in our 
system to 0.4 if value of comparison is 0.4 or more 
than that we take the value as 1 in a tensor otherwise 
-1 is taken.  

If  matchtopic >= 0.4   then  
    tensorvalue =1 else -1  
 

4. Now for multiple words query we compare the first 
word of query with the first tag or annotation are 
present in the database after that we compare it with 
second word of the query, before that we perform the 
query refinement modeling. 
Q = User Query,  
D = Wordnet Dictionary (Lexical Database), 
T = Exchange (A ∩ Q) // A Abbreviation of words. 
T = Exchange (S ∩ Q ∩ D) // S  Synonyms of 
words. Exchange the abbreviation and synonyms for 
each word. 
 

5. A graph is formed based on tags semantic and 
context intra-relations using all above information, 
which generates lists of topic for user. 
 

6. After that a calculated matrix value is taken and 
placed in an array which contains images and values. 
There may be multiple tags and annotations for the 
same image that could be relevant with the query and 
it makes duplicates. So we need to be removed 
repeated occurrences from the final list. 
  

7. With the help of sorted images are organized in form 
of from larger smallest value of significance. 
 

8. Final sorted and personalized search result for 
complex multiple word-based query is generated. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
In the efficient personalized search result based on user’s 
intent are more precise as compared to non-personalize search 
which contains many irrelevant images. In that experiment we 
use dataset of some users, images, tags and annotation as 
shown in fig.8. From this experiment we obtain personalized 
complex multiple word queries and overcome the outcome of 
personalized and non-personalized single query word result.  
 

 
Fig.7. List of Users, Images, Tags and Annotation 

 
Now user searches word “alto” in personalized search using 
single word query the outcome shown in figure 8 (a). In that 
the result generate base on user interest in alto cars but the 
query is single word based therefore the alto instrument 
similar image also consider in user intent. In figure 8(b) shows 
the personalized search results using multiple word based 
query that is “red alto” in that the user interest is in red alto 
cars therefore the relevant outcomes is consider the alto car 
images. In figure 8(c) shows the personalized search results 
using complex multiple word based query that is “red apple 
alto” or “red alto apple” in that the user interest is in red alto 
car images and red apple images therefore the relevant 
outcomes is consider as user intent. 
 

 
Fig.8 (a) personalized search using single word based query 



 
Fig.8 (b) personalized search using multiple word based query 

 

 
Fig.8 (c) personalized search using complex multiple word based query 

 

VI. CONCLUSION  
In that we consider each user wants the accurate result for his 
query and it should be according to his/her intent. In this paper 
we proposed how user’s social annotations, tags and 
comments will be useful in the field of complex word search, 
Users itself create huge amount of metadata in form of tag, 
comments, like and post which they perform on social media 
sites. Now we exploit this user generated information in social 
media for personalized search is a challenging task, and it is 
an important part of the framework. In our proposed 
framework we utilize user created metadata for efficient 
personalized search has performed very well and show 
satisfactory result. Our main work is when user fires a 
complex multiple word based queries he gets the outcome is 
relevant to his intent. One of the main advantages of this 
complex multiple word search is user can save its time by 
concurrently searching for two queries in one search process. 
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